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ABSTRACT
The Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array (NuSTAR) is the first focusing high energy (3-79 keV) X-ray observatory.
The NuSTAR project is led by Caltech, which hosts the Science Operations Center (SOC), with mission operations
managed by UCB Space Sciences Laboratory. We present an overview of NuSTAR science operations and describe the
on-orbit performance of the observatory. The SOC is enhancing science operations to serve the community with a guest
observing program beginning in 2015. We present some of the challenges and approaches taken by the SOC to operating
a full service space observatory that maximizes the scientific return from the mission.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Development of operations systems and processes for low cost space observatories must be cognizant of the paradigm of
decreasing operations costs during extended mission phases. Space observatories are a finite resource where the
preliminary objective of mission operations is to support a short primary mission (usually 2-5 years) with no guarantee
of funds being available for extensions past the original contract. The primary operations goal is always to optimize
scientific output of each observatory within a finite lifetime and with limited and decreasing funds. We present an
overview of the science operations for the NASA’s latest space telescope and describe the adjustments that were needed
to respond to the on-orbit performance of the observatory.
The Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array (NuSTAR)1 is the newest space astrophysics observatory within NASAs
small explorer program. These missions are constrained to be low cost with a short development and construction phase,
and designed to achieve specific scientific goals, often a consequence of technological advances in telescope and/or
detector capabilities. Specific advances in lightweight X-ray optics and mirror coatings and the development of high
efficiency solid state CdTeZn detectors were major elements in the selection of NuSTAR, the first high energy (3 – 79
keV) X-ray focusing telescope in orbit.
1.1 The NuSTAR observatory
The NuSTAR observatory consists of two co-aligned hard X-ray telescopes pointed at celestial targets by a three axis
stabilized spacecraft based on Orbital Science’s LeoStar-2 bus. Spacecraft attitude is determined using three star
cameras2 mounted on the spacecraft bus. The X-ray optics and detector benches are separated by a stiff mast that
includes a mechanism with the capability of making small adjustments to optimize the location of the optical axis on the
focal plane detectors (see Fig.1). The X-ray optics bench consists of two Wolter-I conical approximation3 mirror
modules, each with 133 shells coated with multiple layers of W/Si and Pt/C, limiting the highest efficient reflectivity to
the Pt 78.4 keV K-edge 4,5,6. The focal plane bench is mounted on the spacecraft bus and consists of two independent
solid state photon counting detector modules (FPMA & B), each with a 2x2 array of CdZnTe (CZT) crystal detectors,
surrounded by CsI anti-coincidence shielding. The detectors are passively cooled and operate at 15°C7.
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Figure 1. Left - Model of the NuSTAR telescopes.
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moduless with 4 CZT dettector crystals.
the two detector

Due to therm
mal gradients ch
hanging as a function
fu
of orbit, the mast dooes not maintaiin the relative alignment betw
ween the
optics and foocal plane bencches. So NuST
TAR operates an
a aspect-metroology system thhat consists off a star trackingg camera
mounted on the
t optics bencch, to give absoolute pointing, and two laser metrology uniits which meassure the translaation, tip,
tilt and clockking between the
t benches (seee Fig. 1). This information is used to recoonstruct the insstantaneous insstrument
alignment (pposition of the focal point onn the detectors)) and the telesccope pointing direction. The resulting perfo
formance
of the observvatory is given in Table 1.
Table 1. NuSTAR observ
vatory performaance
Sppacecraft
Laaunch (Orbital Pegasus)
P
J
June
13, 2012
Buus
Orbiital LeoStar-2
AC
CS
3x DTU
U Star trackers
M / Power
Mass
3550 kg / 650 W

Telescopes (2))
Focal length
1014 cm
Field of view
12.2 x 12.2 arrcmin
Angular resoluution
588′′ HPD (18′′FW
WHM)
Aspect reconsttruction (bright source)
s
1.5′′ (1σ)

Orrbit
Innclination
Alltitude
Peeriod
Grround station

Focal plane CddZnTe detectors (2)
Size
2 x 2 cm
Pixels
160 x 160
Pixel pitch
2.45 arcsec
a
400 eveents/s
Maximum readdout rate
Energy range
3 to 78.44 keV
400 / 900
9 eV at 10 / 688 keV
Spectral resoluution
3 ms
Temporal resoolution

6 degrees
6 to 650 km
610
977.126 minutes
Malindi (ASI), Kenya

Opperations
Suun / Full-Moon avoidance*
a
> 50 / 14 deg
Slew rate
0.06 deggrees / second
TooO response time
< 24 hours

*NuSTAR is dessigned to be able to
t observe the Sunn

2. MISSIO
ON OPERA
ATIONS
NuSTAR opeerations is a co
ollaboration between the Scieence Operationns Center (SOC
C), in the Cahilll center for Astronomy
and Astrophyysics at the Caalifornia Instituute of Technology (Caltech),, Pasadena CA
A, and the Misssion Operationns Center
(MOC) manaaged by the UC
C Berkeley Sppace Sciences Laboratory
L
(SS
SL), Berkeley CA. SSL has more than a decade of
flight operatiions experiencee and currentlyy operates a fleeet of seven NA
ASA research satellites.
s
This provides the NuSTAR
N
mission withh highly automated and extrem
mely cost-effective operationns, such that mission
m
operatioons as a fractioon of the
overall NuST
TAR budget is lower then avverage for astroophysics exploorer missions. Details
D
of NuS
STAR on-orbit mission
operations arre presented in a companion paper
p
in this voolume8.
The NuSTA
AR SOC perfo
orms all sciennce planning and
a
data proceessing functioons and monittors the healthh of the
instrument annd telescope. This
T includes suurvey and obseervation planniing, observatorry scheduling, and monitoring survey
progress to maximize
m
the scientific
s
returnn from the misssion. Automaated data proceessing is perforrmed daily at the
t SOC
and includes monitoring the data quality and
a the validattion of science processing. Thhe SOC leads observatory
o
caalibration
activities, including ground based and in-orbit
i
measuurements, and delivers calibrrated data prodducts to the NuSTAR
N
science team
m and the publiic through the High Energy Astrophysics
A
A
Archive
(HEA
ASARC) at the Goddard Spacce Flight
Center. Dataa processing so
oftware has beeen developed at the SOC inn collaborationn with softwaree engineers at the ASI
Science Dataa Center (ASD
DC, Italy). Thhis software is available to the public, as
a are on-line tools for obsservation
constraint chhecking that aree useful for thee community inn the observatioon proposal proocess.
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2.1 MOC – SOC interfacce
Communicattion between the
t MOC and SOC is primaarily via a twoo-way electronnic interface thhat allows the SOC to
transmit telescope pointing
g requests andd instrument coonfiguration innformation, whhich are autom
matically validaated and
constraint chhecked by the MOC,
M
and to receive
r
raw daata products froom the MOC that
t
are automaatically generaated after
every groundd station contacct. The SOC has
h access to teelemetry trendiing analysis tools and web-baased monitorinng of the
observatory hosted
h
at the MOC.
M
An autoomated anomaaly paging systtem alerts the MOC and SO
OC teams to anny issues
detected duriing contacts8.

Figure 2. Schematic of NuSTAR
N
science operations. Auttomated data proocessing at the SO
OC takes raw (L
L0) files obtainedd
s
products for delivery to the
t public archivve at HEASARC
C. Results from the
t
from the MOC and generrates calibrated science
SOC QA system inform science
s
plannerss and feed back into
i
the mission planning system
m (MPS).

Observatory pointing requeests are transm
mitted from the SOC to the MOC
M
via a messsaging system
m (MMS), deveeloped at
SSL based on a Subversion
n (SVN9) revission control syystem, which iss hosted at SSL
L with clients at the SOC annd MOC.
R
Messagge (OPRM) is delivered to thhe MMS via a “commit” operation at the SO
OC. The
An Observattory Pointing Request
SVN client then
t
transmits the file to the message sysstem repositoryy at the MOC
C. An SVN hoook script at thhe MOC
automaticallyy performs so
oftware validattions on the pointing
p
requessts contained within the OP
PRM. If a meessage is
rejected for any
a reason, thee MOC and SO
OC teams are nootified by the MMS;
M
adjustm
ments are then made
m
at the SO
OC, and a
new version of the OPRM is
i committed.
Delivery of an OPRM is performed onnce per week and each OPR
RM contains information
i
foor all the obseervations
scheduled inn a 9-day perio
od starting on Mondays at 0000
0
UTC. Duuring nominal operations an OPRM is trannsmitted
during officee hours the weeek prior to the period
p
coveredd by the OPRM
M. Each pointinng request withhin the OPRM (called a
“block”) conntains the time of the start of a slew to a new
w target, the taarget name andd coordinates, as
a well as the expected
e
instrument count rate for th
he observationn. The MOC performs
p
a weeekly upload off a command list in an absollute time
sequence (A
ATS) file that includes
i
statioon contact com
mmanding as well
w as observvatory slew commands basedd on the
OPRM. The spacecraft auto
onomously exeecutes these coommands at thee time associatted with the coommand in the ATS. A
new ATS is uploaded
u
and activated
a
beforre the end of a currently
c
runniing ATS.
NuSTAR sciience data and
d engineering housekeeping
h
a processed automatically
are
a
a the SOC uppon receipt of raw
at
r data
files from thee MOC, typicaally about four times every daay and within an
a hour of the end
e of each groound station coontact.
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2.2 Ground station support
Ground station support scheduling is based on the expected data volume for the targets tabulated in each OPRM block.
Standard operations support uses four contacts per day through the Italian Space Agency’s (ASI) Malindi ground station
in Kenya. This provides approximately 100% margin for data recovery during nominal science operations. Additional
ground station passes are scheduled to support the higher data volume observations of bright X-ray sources, like the Crab
Nebula, using Kongsberg Satellite Services antenna in Singapore and Universal Space Network’s antennas at South
Point, Hawaii. Data recovery during the primary mission as been outstanding, with > 99.995% of all science data
downlinked and delivered to the SOC. This is in large part due to the automation of ground station contact activities at
the MOC, including software that detects data transmission dropouts and autonomously sends retransmission commands
to the spacecraft. This has resulted in only 2 seconds of science data lost in the last year of operations8.

3. OBSERVATION PLANNING
NuSTAR was designed to be able to access 80% of the sky at any time and to stare at a location on the celestial sphere
for periods as long as a month with a duty cycle of > 50%. This observatory efficiency is primarily determined by the
occultation of a target by the Earth during each orbit. The detectors remain active during Earth occultation, essentially
recording instrumental background. Each observation thus consists of an occulted and un-occulted period each orbit with
exposure time built up over multiple orbits in ~3000 second exposures. The duration of each un-occulted period depends
on the plane of the NuSTAR orbit at the time of the observation. The NuSTAR orbit inclination is 6° so for targets with
low Declinations (|Dec| < 55°) there is at most a 15% range in un-occulted duration over the ∼50-day nodal precession
period. Targets at higher Declinations have a larger variation of available exposure time and for observations with
exposure time goals that will take longer then one day to achieve, these higher efficiency dates are taken into account
during target scheduling.
Other considerations for scheduling observations include:
•

Passage of the spacecraft through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) where the higher level of particle
induced background is detected by the anti-coincidence shielding. During these passages the CZT detectors
remain active but the X-ray events are not recorded because the increased background would swamp the
signal from astrophysical sources (and increase onboard data accumulation). SAA passages occur in
approximately 50% of all orbits and can last up to 850 seconds. The average impact of SAA passages on
the available exposure time for an observation is <10%.

•

NuSTAR spacecraft attitude is determined from three star tracker cameras mounted on the spacecraft bus
(called Camera Head Units, or CHU1,2,3) and at least one of these cameras must provide a valid attitude
solution at all times. There are periods when an observation would result in all three CHU occulted by the
Earth, Moon, or Sun. These CHU blockage scheduling constraints can last up to 3 days.

•

The NuSTAR telescope is designed to perform Solar observations so the Sun avoidance angle is
determined from the constraints on the absolute pointing determination from the star tracker mounted on
the optics bench (CHU4). The baffling around CHU4 enables valid attitude solutions when the Sun is > 39°
from the telescope boresight, but the operational limit for Sun avoidance is > 50° due to solar array limits.

•

Moon avoidance angle is determined from measurements of CHU4 performance during observations close
to the full Moon and is set to > 14°.

•

Some observations, particularly of extended sources or survey observations with overlapping tiles, will
have constraints on the Position Angle (PA) during an observation. A PA requirement for an observation
results in a scheduling constraint because the power and thermal limits for the spacecraft determine the roll
angle of the telescope boresight to the Sun-Earth vector. There is a 10° margin allowed for this constraint,
and so a particular PA can only be maintained for a limited duration, from 5 days to a few months
depending on the ecliptic latitude of a target (see Fig. 3).

The optimal schedule for observations minimizes the slew time between targets and maximizes the available
exposure time for each observation. This is parameterized as an “observation efficiency”, with a requirement that the
average for the entire mission be > 50%, and has consistently remained above 54% during the primary mission.
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3.1 Monthlyy MPS updatees
The predicted time of Eartth occultation for
f each targett in the planneed target databaase is updated monthly baseed on the
latest measuurement of thee spacecraft orrbital Two Linne Elements (TLE),
(
provideed by the MO
OC, and are generally
g
accurate to ±10s
±
for up to 60 days in the future. A similar update is performed
p
monnthly for SAA passage timess. These
are combinedd with Sun, Mo
oon, and CHU
U blockage consstraints to geneerate predictedd efficiency datta for each targget in the
target databaase. The optimaal time for an observation
o
to be
b scheduled iss usually withiin 5 days of peaak efficiency.
An example of the variation
n in observatioon efficiency iss shown in Fig.. 4 below for 3C 273 and NG
GC 3516.
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3.2 Coordinated observations
NuSTAR complements observations using current soft X-ray observatories like Chandra, XMM-Newton, Suzaku, and
Swift and is a bridge to low resolution non-focusing or coded mask instruments operated in the hard X-ray band by
INTEGRAL, Fermi, MAXI, and Swift-BAT. The capabilities of NuSTAR are being used to break model degeneracy
within interpretations from soft X-ray observations alone. This capability was understood before launch and a
collaboration between the NuSTAR and Swift missions has been undertaken where all NuSTAR observations have
simultaneous Swift-XRT observations of 2 ksec or more. In addition, more then 1.5 Msec of XMM-Newton observation
time, including two large programs, were awarded to the NuSTAR team in AO-11 even before the NuSTAR launch.
Joint observation programs have also been offered to the community within the 2013 proposal calls for XMM-Newton
and Chandra observatories with NuSTAR observing time allocated before the implementation of any NuSTAR guest
observer program. This is a significant investment in observatory time (>10%) during the primary mission, and the
interest in exploiting the capability of coordinated observations in the soft and hard X-ray bands is high; the 1.5 Msec of
NuSTAR time offered in the latest XMM-Newton AO was oversubscribed by a factor of six.
The level of coordination with other observatories, including ground-based observatories like HESS, MAGIC, and
VERITAS, is unprecedented for a new mission; with more then 15% of all NuSTAR observations requiring some
coordination of scheduling. Scheduling constraints for NuSTAR are mild in comparison with other space observatories
and so the NuSTAR schedule will most often follow the timing of observations for other observatories. The flexibility in
the NuSTAR MPS allows straightforward determination of target visibility and rapid scheduling adjustment.
3.3 ToO response
NuSTAR is designed to be able to access 80% of the sky at any given time and this makes it a powerful telescope for
Target of Opportunity (ToO) investigations. The streamlined operations model for NuSTAR, accomplished in large part
by the successful automation of operations at the MOC, minimizes operations costs but results in response times to ToOs
limited by staffing in the SOC and MOC (standard business hours) and the availability of ground station or TDRSS
contacts (4 / day).
It was expected before launch that only a handful of ToO’s would be executed during the primary mission, but the
community interest is high in exploiting NuSTAR for studies of transient and time-variable phenomena, and on average
two ToOs have been executed every month. The majority of these ToOs have required a response time of <7 days, but
the record for response from ToO request to the telescope on target is 6.5 hours.

4. DATA ANALYSIS
NuSTAR data analysis is performed by a software package called NuSTARDAS developed at the ASI Science Data
Center (ASDC, Italy) in collaboration with the NuSTAR SOC. The design of the NuSTARDAS pipeline software and
calibration files is based on community standard implementations used in analysis of data from high-energy astrophysics
observatories. This reduces the data analysis effort because of the community’s familiarity with standard tools and
protocols. NuSTARDAS is fully compatible and integrated with the HEASoft software package, maintained and
distributed by the NASA-HEASARC data center10, and is officially distributed to users within its standard public
software releases.
The NuSTARDAS package produces cleaned and calibrated detector event list files and standard high-level scientific
products, starting from the FITS formatted telemetry data following the NASA-OGIP standards11. The software is
designed as a collection of modules (tasks), written in the HEASoft FTOOLS style, each dedicated to a single function.
The package also includes a pipeline processing script ('nupipeline') allowing users to automatically run in sequence all
the tasks required for data processing.
The NuSTARDAS parameter interface is implemented with the HEASoft Parameter Interface Library and the I/O with
the FITS data files makes use of the FITSIO library12. NuSTARDAS makes exclusive use of open source software (C
and Perl languages) and multi-mission FTOOLS from the HEASoft package are also used in several NuSTARDAS
modules. NuSTARDAS tasks retrieve observatory calibration files that are complaint with the standard structures of
HEASARC's calibration database (CALDB) system.
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4.1 Public access of NuSTARDAS
The NuSTARDAS package has been designed to allow the community to reproduce any stage of the NuSTAR data
processing, which could be necessary, for example, because of improved calibration information, or updated software
modules. It is also often the case that detailed scientific analysis of observations requires use non-standard data
processing settings and this is achieved through the interface of parameters in the nupipeline script and the
NuSTARDAS packages.
NuSTARDAS is integrated within the HEASoft data analysis package and can be freely downloaded from HEASARC
(http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/software/lheasoft/) and is available for multiple operating system platforms. A
software users guide with detailed information and processing examples is available on the NuSTAR archive website
(http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nustar/index.html). Updates to NuSTARDAS and CALDB are expected throughout
the mission as refinements of data processing tools and calibration updates become available.

5. DATA ARCHIVE
The adoption of common standards for data formats, calibration, and analysis software by the high-energy astrophysics
community began in 1990 with the creation of the NASA’s High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center
(HEASARC10) at the Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, MD. HEASARC pioneered a model of data centers
staffed by research scientists that has been adopted by science archives for infrared (IRSA, Caltech13) and optical/UV
(MAST, STSci14) astronomical data. The data and software standards developed by the HEASARC provide the
underlying infrastructure for the curation and interpretation of data from a wide variety of missions, substantially
reducing mission costs while increasing science return.
HEASARC is the primary archive for NuSTAR data, calibration files and data analysis software. The HEASARC’s
archive services allow scientists to identify, display, cross-correlate, download and analyze data from a variety of past
and active missions – including ASCA, BeppoSAX, Chandra, CGRO, Einstein, Fermi, INTEGRAL, ROSAT, RXTE,
Suzaku, Swift, WMAP and XMM-Newton – and provides access to a wide range of multi-wavelength sky surveys,
astronomical catalogs and other resources.
The NuSTAR data archive is also mirrored at the Agenzia Spaziale Italiana (ASI) Science Data Center (ASDC, Rome)
that supports the multi-mission archive for European space astrophysics.

6. OBSERVATORY ON-ORBIT PERFORMANCE
The performance of the observatory has been verified with extensive ground calibration and modeling performed prior to
launch, refined with a number of calibration observations and activities during a one month in-orbit checkout period
after launch, but also utilizing science observations from the first two years of operations15.
6.1 Solar activity
The sensitivity of the NuSTAR instrument to changes induced in the SAA by varying levels of Solar activity is higher
then expected from pre-launch modeling and has required development of additional screening criteria in data
processing. The screening identifies SAA passages by comparing the high gain instrument shield event rates to increases
in CZT detector count rates. Fig. 5 illustrates the stability of background event rates (< 1 cts/s) during an observation
with minimal Solar activity. NuSTARDAS parameters saamode = Optimized and Strict may be used to filter increased
background periods around the SAA. The example in the middle panel of Fig. 5 shows the spatial effect of the different
SAA filter modes for an observation on 2014-05-05 where the geomagnetic activity index rose to Kp = 4.
Investigation of the time variation of NuSTAR instrument background rates has also identified a North West spur to the
SAA (“The Tentacle”). Removal of these intervals is performed within NuSTARDAS by monitoring the increase in
detector background event rates as the spacecraft is entering the SAA. The NuSTARDAS parameter tentacle = yes will
filter these periods of higher background, the example in the lower panels of Fig. 5 is from an observation on 2013-1008 when the geomagnetic activity index rose to Kp = 5 (NOAA space weather geomagnetic storm level G1). The
algorithm for these SAA related filters has been verified for observations of steady sources with fluxes not dominating
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system, whicch provides 0.1
1″ accuracy too the determineed location of the optical axis (OA) on thee focal plane. Detailed
simulations before
b
launch indicated
i
that the relative motion of the OA
A of the mirror assembly would be on averagge 3 mm
(~1′) across the focal planee detectors. Thhe motion of thhe optical axiss is centered onn different locaations on the detectors
d
that depend on the angle of
o illuminationn of the spaceccraft by sunlighht. This was verified
v
with a series of obseervations
across the skky during perfformance veriffication operatiions. The charracter and maggnitude of the OA motion is almost
exactly as moodeled before launch.
l
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Figure 6. Motion of the optical
o
axis (OA
A) across the foccal plane duringg an observation.. Top: Motion of
o the OA on FP
PMA
(A) and FPMB
F
(B) for an
n observation att Solar aspect anngle 120°. Loweer: Motion of thhe OA on FPMA
A for observationns at
Solar asppect angle 51, 83, 124, 170° (left to right).
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The sky posiition of the optical axis as a function of tim
me is determinned in NuSTARDAS using the
t metrology data and
this is then used
u
to calculaate the time deependent off-axxis angle of a given celestiall source and hence the effecttive area
correction faactor for the ob
bservation. Thee location of thhe center of motion
m
of the optical
o
axis cann be adjusted using
u
the
mast adjustm
ment mechanism
m (see Fig. 1). The optimal location of thee OA is away from the gapss between the detectors
d
and within the calibrated
d range on the laser metrology system was
w determineed during obsservatory perfformance
verification. This nominal position
p
is located on DET0 in each focal plane assemblyy (see Fig. 3). For most obseervations
the location of
o the OA is clloser to the detector gaps thenn the width of the
t instrument PSF and so most
m targets are placed a
few mm from
m the optical ax
xis as a comproomise betweenn the loss of phhotons falling inn the detector gaps
g
and the loower offaxis effectivee area away fro
om the positionn of the OA.

Figure 7. Mean position of the telescopee optical axis (OA
A) motion on thhe focal plane deetectors. Lower--Left - Arrangem
ment
i shown in graay. A
of the fouur CZT detectorrs in each focall plane module. The 0.6mm gapps between the CZT detectors is
typical motion
m
of the OA
A during an obseervation is 3mm (red oval on DE
ET0). Top-Left - Centroid of thhe motion of thee OA
on FPMA
A for each obserrvation before (ggreen) and after (blue) an OA poosition adjustmeent on 2013-09-117. A sample mootion
of the OA
A during one ob
bservation is shoown in red. The character of thee motion changees with differingg thermal condittions
(see Fig. 6). Top-Right - The OA positiion on FPMB. The
T twisting of the
t mast with differing thermal conditions resullts in
the differrence in the OA
A position betweeen the two teleescopes. Lower--Right - FPMA OA position foor observations after
2013-09-17. The color-co
oding represents the average Sollar aspect angle during
d
each obseervation.

6.3 Attitudee pointing stab
bility
One of the primary
p
challeenges of the early mission was
w managing the changing alignment of the star trackkers with
pointing direection, which can
c cause channges in pointinng and potentiially place targgets in sub-opptimal locationns on the
focal plane. There
T
are multtiple elements to each calcullation of the coommanded attiitude of the spaacecraft that will
w place
the target at the
t desired location on the foocal plane.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Offsset between spacecraft Z-axiss alignment and telescope borresight.
Deppendence of spaacecraft ACS solution
s
with solar illumination of spacecraaft.
Relaative offsets off ACS solutionn from various combinations of
o CHU.
Exppected centroid
d of OA motionn on focal planee and the impoortance of evennts with E > 30 keV.

The primary constraint on the
t spacecraft attitude is the requirement too keep the Sun on the side off the observatorry where
the solar arraay is located. Pointing at a celestial target thus involves a rotation off the spacecrafft about the Suun-Earth
vector with a small margin
n to keep the Suun within +2° to -10° normaal to the solar array.
a
So for anny particular taarget the
position anglle for the obserrvation is deterrmined by the date
d of the observation.
(1) It was reccognized early during the perrformance veriification phase that the comm
manded sky possition did not place
p
the
target in the field of view
w of the instruument. The SO
OC calculates an
a offset poinnting coordinatte based on thhe J2000
coordinates of
o the target, th
he position anggle for the obseervation, and thhe desired locaation of the tarrget on the focal plane.
Offset pointiing coordinates are usually within
w
46″ – 48″
4 of the J2000 target coorrdinates and thhe commandedd inertial
attitude quateernion is calculated based on these offset cooordinates.
(2) The nomiinal desired loccation of the taarget on the foccal plane is on the DET0 deteector at [X,Y] = [+4.0,+4.0] mm,
m this
keeps the tarrget away from
m the gaps betw
ween the detecttors and close enough
e
to the expected locattion of the optiical axis.
An additionaal correction to
o the aim pointt is determinedd from inspectiion of the focaal plane locatioons of targets in
i recent
observations, within ~40 days
d
and ~50° of
o the plannedd target. The loocus of this refference target coordinate
c
on the
t focal
plane is com
mpared to the desired
d
locatioon for that obsservation, and the aim point for the new observation
o
is adjusted
accordingly. The closer thee reference targget is, in time and
a sky coordinnates, the moree successful thee correction.
(3) The spaceecraft ACS com
mbines the attiitude solution of
o the three CH
HU on the spaccecraft bus and is designed to actively
control the attitude
a
to with
hin 1″ during an
a observation,, performing addjustments to keep the spaceecraft +Z axis oriented
towards the science
s
target. However, the complex Solaar illumination and shadowinng of the three CHU, and thee thermal
flexing of thhe spacecraft components thhey are mountted to, changees the alignmeent of each CHU
C
and resullts in an
additional unncertainty in the attitude soluttion.

Figure 8. Motion of targeet coordinates inn detector X Y diirection for 3 orbbits (3mm ~ 1′).. No absolute asttrometry is availlable
during thhe short periods when CHU4 is occulted by thee Earth (O). Thee pattern of validd attitude CHU combinations (ccolor
coded barr) driving the spacecraft ACS repeats each orbit as CHU1,2,3 beecome occulted by
b the Earth.

The complexx shadowing and illuminatiion by the Suun of the locaations where the
t CHU are mounted channges the
alignment off the CHU in a way not acccounted for in the on-board ACS
A
calibratioon matrices annd flight software. The
combination of attitude information from
m the CHUs fed
f into the sppacecraft ACS changes as thhe CHU field of view
become occuulted by the Eaarth during eacch orbit. Fig. 8 above shows how the combbination of variious CHU conttributing
to the ACS changes the absolute
a
astrom
metry during three orbits of
o an observattion. The AC
CS will perform
m small
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adjustments to the spacecraft attitude to keep the spacecraft at the “correct” attitude. This pattern is repeated throughout
the observation, only slowly changing as the NuSTAR orbit precesses and the occultation timing for the CHUs change.
The impact of this additional motion on the scientific quality of most observations is minimal because 90% of the total
on-target time, for observations at almost all Solar aspect angle, places targets within ±1.5 mm (30″) of the centroid of
the motion. Fig. 9 shows a contour image of the relative motion of the target position on the focal plane taken from over
800 observations (>3x106 measurements) during the first two years of the mission. The relative positions are normalized
with the centroids for each observation placed at [6,6]. The plot has a logarithmic scale with 90% of all target position
measurements within the red contour area.
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Figure 9. Contour image of target positions on the focal plane normalized to the centroid of the motion in each observation
(placed at [6,6]). The contour has a logarithmic scale to show the extent of the relative motion. 90% of the total on-target
time for the mission has target positions within ±1.5 mm (30″; red area) of the centroid of the motion.

7. CONCLUSION
There has been no measureable degradation in the NuSTAR instrument or spacecraft performance since launch, with
only expected adjustments to shield threshold levels and nominal OA location performed as the observatory ages onorbit. Operations costs are very low, a consequence of significant automation in mission operations, with science
operations performed by a small team of scientists and engineers at the SOC.
The response of the 2014 NASA Senior review to the proposed extension of NuSTAR operations past the primary
mission was very positive; NuSTAR was ranked second out of the nine missions reviewed, and NASA has directed the
project to implement a Guest Observer (GO) program in 2015. Half of the observing time will be made available to the
community in the GO program, split between the NuSTAR cycle 1 (6.5 Msec), XMM-Newton cycle 14 (1.5 Msec) and
Chandra cycle 17 (0.5 Msec) solicitations. The NuSTAR cycle 1 solicitation will also include the opportunity to propose
for joint Suzaku (0.5 Msec) observation programs. The importance of ‘unplanned’ observations has also been recognized
by the project and 15% of observing time has been allocated to ToO and directors discretionary time.
The ability deploy an X-ray optics on-orbit has enabled a low cost solution for X-ray telescopes and is paving the way
for a new generation of space observatories; the next implementation of a similar system will be on the ASTRO-H
mission16.
NuSTAR is providing astronomers with image and spectral resolution an order of magnitude higher then previous
astrophysics missions operating at hard X-ray energies and is close to completing a two year primary mission. There
have been more then 50 papers published in refereed journals so far, making fundamental advances in areas of central
importance to astrophysics17. The NuSTAR observatory has been highly productive on a small budget and is providing a
great return on NASA’s investment.
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